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Topic DescriptionTopic Description ResultsResults BenchmarkBenchmark

Emotion RegulationEmotion Regulation

How well students regulate their emotions. 45%45%
00
since last survey

    

40th - 59th percentile compared to
others nationally

Growth MindsetGrowth Mindset

Student perceptions of whether they have the potential to change
those factors that are central to their performance in school.

61%61%
 1 1
since last survey

    

80th - 99th percentile compared to
others nationally

Self-EfficacySelf-Efficacy

How much students believe they can succeed in achieving
academic outcomes.

61%61%
00
since last survey

    

60th - 79th percentile compared to
others nationally

Sense of BelongingSense of Belonging

How much students feel that they are valued members of the
school community.

70%70%
 2 2
since last survey

    

80th - 99th percentile compared to
others nationally

Social AwarenessSocial Awareness

How well students consider the perspectives of others and
empathize with them.

70%70%
 1 1
since last survey

    

60th - 79th percentile compared to
others nationally

3,550 responses
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Emotion RegulationEmotion Regulation

Your averageYour average

45%45%
3,550 responses

ChangeChange

00
since last survey

How did people respond?How did people respond?

 0 0 from last survey Favorable: 42%42%

Q.1: Q.1: How often are you able to pull yourself out of aHow often are you able to pull yourself out of a
bad mood?bad mood?

Almost always 16% 562

Frequently 26% 921

Sometimes 36% 1274

Once in a while 16% 548

Almost never 7% 230

 1 1 from last survey Favorable: 42%42%

Q.2: Q.2: When everybody around you gets angry, howWhen everybody around you gets angry, how
relaxed can you stay?relaxed can you stay?

Extremely relaxed 13% 459

Quite relaxed 29% 1010

Somewhat relaxed 28% 1001

Slightly relaxed 18% 642

Not relaxed at all 11% 403

 2 2 from last survey Favorable: 54%54%

Q.3: Q.3: How often are you able to control your emotionsHow often are you able to control your emotions
when you need to?when you need to?

Almost always 20% 705

Frequently 34% 1203

Sometimes 30% 1069

Once in a while 12% 414

Almost never 4% 137

 0 0 from last survey Favorable: 48%48%

Q.4: Q.4: Once you get upset, how often can you getOnce you get upset, how often can you get
yourself to relax?yourself to relax?

Almost always 15% 535

Frequently 33% 1164

Sometimes 35% 1222

Once in a while 12% 426

Almost never 5% 170

 1 1 from last survey Favorable: 39%39%

Q.5: Q.5: When things go wrong for you, how calm are youWhen things go wrong for you, how calm are you
able to stay?able to stay?

Extremely calm 7% 232

Quite calm 32% 1131

Somewhat calm 34% 1198

Slightly calm 20% 716

Not calm at all 7% 257
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Growth MindsetGrowth Mindset

Your averageYour average

61%61%
3,550 responses

ChangeChange

 1 1
since last survey

How did people respond?How did people respond?

 2 2 from last survey Favorable: 57%57%

Q.1: Q.1: In school, how possible is it for you to change:In school, how possible is it for you to change:
Being talentedBeing talented

Completely possible
to change

25% 879

Quite possible to
change

32% 1137

Somewhat possible to
change

26% 915

A little possible to
change

12% 431

Not at all possible to
change

5% 177

 1 1 from last survey Favorable: 69%69%

Q.2: Q.2: In school, how possible is it for you to change:In school, how possible is it for you to change:
Giving a lot of effortGiving a lot of effort

Completely possible
to change

34% 1190

Quite possible to
change

35% 1230

Somewhat possible to
change

18% 625

A little possible to
change

9% 313

Not at all possible to
change

5% 166

 1 1 from last survey Favorable: 71%71%

Q.3: Q.3: In school, how possible is it for you to change:In school, how possible is it for you to change:
Behaving well in classBehaving well in class

Completely possible
to change

45% 1573

Quite possible to
change

27% 947

Somewhat possible to
change

13% 445

A little possible to
change

8% 287

Not at all possible to
change

8% 278

 3 3 from last survey Favorable: 51%51%

Q.4: Q.4: In school, how possible is it for you to change:In school, how possible is it for you to change:
Liking the subjects you are studyingLiking the subjects you are studying

Completely possible
to change

22% 779

Quite possible to
change

29% 1013

Somewhat possible to
change

26% 919

A little possible to
change

15% 537

Not at all possible to
change

8% 270
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 3 3 from last survey Favorable: 51%51%

Q.5: Q.5: In school, how possible is it for you to change:In school, how possible is it for you to change:
How easily you give upHow easily you give up

Completely possible
to change

26% 910

Quite possible to
change

25% 883

Somewhat possible to
change

21% 724

A little possible to
change

16% 574

Not at all possible to
change

12% 435

 0 0 from last survey Favorable: 65%65%

Q.6: Q.6: In school, how possible is it for you to change:In school, how possible is it for you to change:
Your level of intelligenceYour level of intelligence

Completely possible
to change

31% 1079

Quite possible to
change

35% 1219

Somewhat possible to
change

21% 749

A little possible to
change

9% 319

Not at all possible to
change

5% 165
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Self-EfficacySelf-Efficacy

Your averageYour average

61%61%
3,550 responses

ChangeChange

00
since last survey

How did people respond?How did people respond?

 1 1 from last survey Favorable: 75%75%

Q.1: Q.1: How sure are you that you can complete all theHow sure are you that you can complete all the
work that is assigned in your class?work that is assigned in your class?

Extremely sure 30% 1076

Quite sure 44% 1575

Somewhat sure 18% 634

Slightly sure 6% 201

Not at all sure 2% 58

 0 0 from last survey Favorable: 53%53%

Q.2: Q.2: When complicated ideas are discussed in class,When complicated ideas are discussed in class,
how sure are you that you can understand them?how sure are you that you can understand them?

Extremely sure 10% 370

Quite sure 42% 1485

Somewhat sure 35% 1217

Slightly sure 11% 379

Not at all sure 2% 75

 0 0 from last survey Favorable: 70%70%

Q.3: Q.3: How sure are you that you can learn all the topicsHow sure are you that you can learn all the topics
taught in your class?taught in your class?

Extremely sure 25% 894

Quite sure 45% 1585

Somewhat sure 21% 754

Slightly sure 7% 231

Not at all sure 2% 71

 1 1 from last survey Favorable: 48%48%

Q.4: Q.4: How sure are you that you can do the hardestHow sure are you that you can do the hardest
work that is assigned in your class?work that is assigned in your class?

Extremely sure 15% 524

Quite sure 34% 1186

Somewhat sure 30% 1058

Slightly sure 15% 541

Not at all sure 6% 220

 0 0 from last survey Favorable: 59%59%

Q.5: Q.5: How sure are you that you will remember whatHow sure are you that you will remember what
you learned in your current class, next year?you learned in your current class, next year?

Extremely sure 20% 701

Quite sure 39% 1375

Somewhat sure 28% 990

Slightly sure 10% 367

Not at all sure 3% 107
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Sense of BelongingSense of Belonging

Your averageYour average

70%70%
3,550 responses

ChangeChange

 2 2
since last survey

How did people respond?How did people respond?

 4 4 from last survey Favorable: 60%60%

Q.1: Q.1: How well do people at your school understandHow well do people at your school understand
you as a person?you as a person?

Completely
understand

21% 729

Understand quite a bit 39% 1393

Understand somewhat 25% 880

Understand a little 11% 389

Do not understand at
all

4% 149

 1 1 from last survey Favorable: 76%76%

Q.2: Q.2: How much support do the adults at your schoolHow much support do the adults at your school
give you?give you?

A tremendous amount
of support

42% 1493

Quite a bit of support 34% 1202

Some support 16% 549

A little bit of support 7% 228

No support at all 2% 56

 1 1 from last survey Favorable: 65%65%

Q.3: Q.3: How much respect do students at your schoolHow much respect do students at your school
show you?show you?

A tremendous amount
of respect

19% 675

Quite a bit of respect 46% 1640

Some respect 22% 795

A little bit of respect 10% 355

No respect at all 2% 76
 1 1 from last survey Favorable: 80%80%

Q.4: Q.4: Overall, how much do you feel like you belong atOverall, how much do you feel like you belong at
your school?your school?

Completely belong 51% 1811

Belong quite a bit 29% 1020

Belong somewhat 13% 455

Belong a little bit 5% 172

Do not belong at all 2% 86
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Social AwarenessSocial Awareness

Your averageYour average

70%70%
3,550 responses

ChangeChange

 1 1
since last survey

How did people respond?How did people respond?

 1 1 from last survey Favorable: 82%82%

Q.1: Q.1: During the past 30 days...How carefully did youDuring the past 30 days...How carefully did you
listen to other people's points of view?listen to other people's points of view?

Extremely carefully 28% 999

Quite carefully 54% 1901

Somewhat carefully 14% 513

Slightly carefully 3% 110

Not carefully at all 1% 23

 0 0 from last survey Favorable: 88%88%

Q.2: Q.2: During the past 30 days...How much did you careDuring the past 30 days...How much did you care
about other people's feelings?about other people's feelings?

Cared a tremendous
amount

51% 1794

Cared quite a bit 37% 1326

Cared somewhat 9% 305

Cared a little bit 2% 85

Did not care at all 1% 30

 1 1 from last survey Favorable: 76%76%

Q.3: Q.3: During the past 30 days...How well did you getDuring the past 30 days...How well did you get
along with students who are different from you?along with students who are different from you?

Got along extremely
well

23% 815

Got along pretty well 52% 1856

Got along somewhat 17% 597

Got along a little bit 6% 217

Did not get along at
all

2% 52
 3 3 from last survey Favorable: 49%49%

Q.4: Q.4: During the past 30 days...How clearly were youDuring the past 30 days...How clearly were you
able to describe your feelings?able to describe your feelings?

Extremely clearly 14% 476

Quite clearly 35% 1247

Somewhat clearly 31% 1077

Slightly clearly 14% 494

Not at all clearly 6% 225
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 1 1 from last survey Favorable: 74%74%

Q.5: Q.5: During the past 30 days...When others disagreedDuring the past 30 days...When others disagreed
with you, how respectful were you of their views?with you, how respectful were you of their views?

Extremely respectful 25% 890

Quite respectful 49% 1718

Somewhat respectful 20% 700

Slightly respectful 5% 188

Not at all respectful 1% 45

 1 1 from last survey Favorable: 66%66%

Q.6: Q.6: During the past 30 days...To what extent wereDuring the past 30 days...To what extent were
you able to stand up for yourself without puttingyou able to stand up for yourself without putting
others down?others down?

A tremendous amount 23% 820

Quite a bit 43% 1519

Somewhat 22% 789

A little bit 7% 261

Not at all 4% 131

 3 3 from last survey Favorable: 59%59%

Q.7: Q.7: During the past 30 days...To what extent wereDuring the past 30 days...To what extent were
you able to disagree with others without starting anyou able to disagree with others without starting an
argument?argument?

A tremendous amount 19% 686

Quite a bit 40% 1399

Somewhat 25% 885

A little bit 11% 402

Not at all 5% 162
 3 3 from last survey Favorable: 66%66%

Q.8: Q.8: During the past 30 days...How often did youDuring the past 30 days...How often did you
compliment others' accomplishments?compliment others' accomplishments?

Almost all the time 27% 935

Frequently 39% 1383

Sometimes 24% 847

Once in a while 7% 235

Almost never 4% 128
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